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ABSTRACT
This study documenting my research process and findings to build a kinetic installation - SANTUARIO using
sound and light. It invites participants to calm down and take a break from their busy day by day, an
environment that will facilitate turning down the noise in their heads. The quieter/calmer they are the more
SANTUARIO will reveal itself. Light reflections that move around the space encourage a meditative state.
When motion is detected, the piece will slowly start shutting down, until stillness in the room resumes. An
experiment of how the mixture of sound, light and movement can change a person’s mental state.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sound and light are two elements that, if used in the right way, can be of great value in making a space
harmonious. The beauty of these elements in their simplicity is often overlooked when using so much
technology. That is the main reason this research highlights these two elements in an installation. In addition,
we live in an environment that is loud and crowded nowadays, and our mind is full of thoughts and concerns.
The goal of this project is to create a safe space where participants could feel calm, and better yet contemplate
and figure out solutions or paths that they could apply in their life.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

2.1 Nowadays and Past Rituals
Rituals that help people enter into trance and/or states of peacefulness. This also includes, instruments (like
Tibetan cymbals) or stress relieving music in music therapy (mantras, raga and trance music).[4]
Archaeological evidence of musical instruments has been found in many parts of the world. Rattles and drums
were likely the earliest instruments that were developed for this purpose.

2.2 Physical Principles of Light
The different luminosity and intensity to get the most accurate lighting for the space. LED, spotlights, neon
lights and the difference types of lighting can generate different atmosphere.
2.2.1 The Dream House Experience
This dream house is a two rooms environment where the positioning of lights generates shadow in objects on
the wall or hanging on the ceiling, tricking your sight with the result of the object and its shadow. Somehow
this reminded me of Robert Irwin type of installation1. The sound play there consists on oscillators at different
pitch, where at the beginning I thought it was going to be something that I couldn’t bare it for long time, but
once I immerse in it, you start hearing other sounds and you tolerate the sound.
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2.3 Spiritual Places and Gatherings
Visit spiritual places and participate in gatherings like in churches, temples and review my experience. Analyze
the atmosphere in these places - the lighting, the sound. Besides religious beliefs, what is it about the design of
the space and the ceremony that makes people stay peaceful and respect the place is also part of my
investigation. I have participated in ceremonies with spirituals plants as Ayahuasca and San Pedro, also have
visited temples and churches in different countries (United States, Germany, Ecuador, India, Peru) and joined
te-mazcal hot baths. Respect is the feeling I would said all this places have in common. People who attend to
this places or events, go with faith, to ask, to thank, to have a spiritual or body cleaning.
2.3.1 “Sacred Spaces with the Tibetan Buddhist Shrine Room” in the Rubin Museum
Most likely these spiritual places have tender light, ex candle. Low volume sounds, that allow visitors to feel
the sound of the room or place. Tea is also considered an important element. In the Buddhism Shrine there’s a
lot of antique tea pots. To warm the body of the person visiting, to make the feel more welcome, make them
feel part of this ceremony. Subtle sounds of nature in the audio: “In Himalayan cultures the natural
environment is perceived as full of unseen life forces, rendering the landscape sacred and worthy of
veneration.”
2.3.2 Visit to Village Zendo
The actions of removing the shoes shows respect to the space. Participants could sense incense when they enter
the Village, that contrasts with the mix of smells you are expose in the city. The only instrument or sound
beside when the instructor talks, is the sound of a bell that he uses to show whenever a meditation period
starts or ends. In each meditation participants have to focus on their breath, trying to turn off all the noise
(thoughts) in their mind. Sitting up straight will help you breathe easily.

3. PROTOTYPING AND QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
3.1 The Interaction

The first column shows how the piece slowly turns off because of the detection of movement in the space.
The second column shows how the piece starts to working again after stillness is back to the space.
I simulate the timing and behavior of the sensors and motors of SANTUARIO with a processing program, for
later just pass that logic to an Arduino. In the video2 you can see that the state for wheel (motor of the wheel),
mechanism(motor of mechanism moving the lights) and light (OFF or ON) begins ON. Whenever the
sensors are ON a timer starts and will shut down one by one every 5 seconds. If the sensors are OFF, another
timer starts and will start turning on the shut down parts one by one every 3 seconds. The state that appears
in the video is a reference to let me know which device will be next to turn OFF or ON. Also see the first user
testing video3 for the installation.
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3.2 The Sensors
According to the data sheet4, this sensors have a 120 degree cone, so it would be needed 3 of them to cover
the circle around the movement parts. The following picture, shows and idea of how the position of people
will be around.

Image from RE200B datasheet (http://adafru.it/clS)
3.3 The Mechanism
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In order to animate the reflections generated by the SANTUARIO, I want to play with the distance of the
light source illuminating them. I also played with the aesthetics using old wood as the base, to give the
installation a more organic view, instead of using metal base. See the video5 for how the mechanism works.
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3.4 Testing with Light
I tested 10 watt warm LED 900 lumens with 7 volts (picture on the left) and two cool white LED with 10
volts (picture on the right).

3.5 Motor and Sensor Testing
The Micro Gear Motors have the enough torque to spin the mechanism and the wheel, and also at the voltage
needed that is 2V, the motor doesn’t make sound that could interfere with the stillness of the place.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

The SANTUARIO was successfully presented in a room and people who came to experience describing it an
escape of their busy lives and they would love to see this somewhere in the city. “Silence is essential. We need
silence, just as much as plants need light. If our minds are crowded with words and thoughts, there is no space
for us.”[1] There’s still a lot to be discovered about how sound and light are capable to change people’s state of
mind. The future perspectives of SANTUARIO including the research and application part. For the research
part there could be a deeper discussion about the sound characteristics and the physiological measures.[5] For
the application part, the installation can be used in the hospital for clinical purpose like soothing the high
pressure level and pain of patients, to be used in an guided meditation, or to teach children to be calm. To
keep moving forward with this installation, I am recreating the environment especially for children to learn
mindfulness through play.
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